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One of the greatest gifts we have is the ability to express ourselves through words.
We each have a unique voice that shines through us when we write something that comes
from within. Being a part of this ACES eBook means having the courage to share a
moment that is personal to you. For the last three years, I have had the privilege of sitting
here, in this exact room, hearing some of the most talented people tell their stories from
different parts of the world.
Being part of a diverse community that is willing to share such exquisite stories
exposes each and every one of us to the different cultures and traditions of our fellow
classmates. As Editor-in-chief of the ACES blog, I have come across work from some of
the most gifted writers and am very excited to hear what this year’s essays are all about.
Thank you for sharing your voice with us and for encouraging others to do the same. I
hope each and every one of you continues to explore the deepest depths of your minds
while creating something beautiful with your words.

Klara Kurti ‘17
ACES Blog Editor-in-chief
St. Joseph’s College, Brooklyn
April 2016
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Inside and Out-of The Cover
by	
  Sharifa	
  Esha	
  
	
  
Being an immigrant, I was already treated differently for living a different kind of
lifestyle and performing the rituals of a different culture. On top of that, being a Muslim
has always had its “disadvantages,” which became clearer to me after wearing the hijab
officially for the first time two years ago. I came to this country in April 2009 when I was
12 years old. I knew I would be looked at differently for being a Muslim and an immigrant
from the very beginning; however, I had no idea that the journey awaiting me would
reveal the ugly truth about it all. 	
  
Even before wearing the hijab, I used to get teased about my religion. I was called
many names such as “terrorist” and was referred to as an “immigrant” in a very offensive
manner. People also made several stereotypical comments just for “looking Desi.”
Sometimes, when traveling to a new place with my family, we would receive irritated
looks from people. When we asked for help, people would often just suck their teeth or
roll their eyes so hard that I thought their eyeballs might fall out. They would give us
disgusted looks, wrinkle their noses, and look at us from head to toe as if we were weird
creatures from another planet. Unfortunately, this treatment didn’t stop with strangers.
Soon enough, people in my personal life joined in. When I was in junior high, a good
friend of mine, Tara, who is a Christian, often used to talk ill about our prophet. She used
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to say things like, “Your prophet is a pedophile. He married a 9-year-old girl. Why are you
still following a religion whose prophet likes little girls?” Since I wasn’t yet educated
about all the aspects of my religion and didn’t know much about it, I never really had a
good comeback for the comments or questions she put forward.
When I was in 7th grade, my mom decided to force me to wear the hijab. She
decided this all of a sudden in the middle of the school year. However, I couldn’t keep it
on for long. The first few days didn’t go well. I used to fight with my hijab every hour. I
had to stop doing my work to reposition it because it kept slipping off of my head and
revealing some of my hair, but still I kept it on. One day, though, during an after school
program, Tara intentionally pulled my slippery, georgette, “easily comes off” hijab down,
letting my hair loose. She started complimenting me on how nice and silky and long my
hair was, which caused me to forget that I should be mad about what she did. From that
day on, it became a regular thing for me to take off my hijab every day after school. At
that moment in time, the questions and thoughts my friend put forward made sense to me
and made me question my own religion and its practices. Ultimately, I stopped wearing it
altogether after a few months. My mother, being upset by my decision, started talking
about all the nice hijabs she purchased for me, and how none of that matters anymore. To
make her feel better, I promised her that I would start wearing the hijab once I got to high
school. I still had a few thoughts here and there about converting to Christianity, which, at
that time, felt like it might be the right thing to do. But, luckily, I kept fighting the urge to
convert and now I am thankful for holding my ground. 	
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When I wasn’t wearing the hijab, I often heard people talk about the many struggles
they go through to wear our religious attire. I heard many stories about our women being
teased and discriminated against in various ways. Still, I never completely understood their
dilemma until I started walking on the same path myself.	
  
It was the day before I started my junior year of high school when I was told by
my father that I would have to start wearing the hijab everywhere I went. I went school
shopping with my dad and we were in a clothing store where I happily picked out two offwhite, thick, cotton scarves that I liked, with the intention of wearing them during
wintertime. One of them was a floral print scarf with pink and red flowers on it and the
other was a leopard print scarf with a black and gray print. My dad came behind me and
asked what I was getting. I showed him the scarves and he said, “Yeah, from tomorrow on
you’ll have to wear hijab to school, so pick some good ones for yourself and your sister.”
He walked away as if it wasn’t that big of a deal. I just stood there, dumbstruck. We ended
up buying the scarves and going home. On my way home, I had mixed emotions about the
next day. I mean, I knew I was going to start wearing it someday or another, but I never
imagined the time would approach so quickly. I was already anxious about the first day of
school and now, on top of that, this transition filled my mind with questions and anxieties.
Thoughts concerning how I should wear it, what people would say about it, how I would
look in it, and many more kept coming to me. I didn’t even realize the sun was rising and
my new day had already begun. On my way to school that day, I kept smiling at how
weird it felt to be covered now. I realized that my hair stopped breathing the air outside
and I began my real journey as a Muslim woman.	
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Although I hesitated at first, thinking I wasn’t ready for this change just yet, I still
went ahead with it. It took me some time to get used to it, but, eventually, I started liking
it. I remember reading about a hijabi and how a few words she said motivate me to keep
my hijab on even today. As I read her words, I imagined the hijabi covering her entire
body with an abaya (a long gown) and a niqab (a kind of scarf that fully covers the face).
The only thing I could imagine being able to see was her eyes. I imagined another woman
coming up to her and asking, “Don’t you feel hot wearing that?” Her response to that
question was, “Hell’s fire is hotter.” I imagined her walking away proudly after saying
that. Ever since then, every time I have a thought about taking my hijab off, I think of the
woman and her words, and I stop myself.	
  
Sometime later, I heard about an incident on the news where a woman pushed a
man onto the train tracks. Later, they found that her reason for doing so was that she hated
Muslims. What’s worse is that he wasn’t Muslim, but Hindu. Basically, the appearance of
a South Asian man made her angry and she immediately assumed that he must be Muslim.
Because of her ignorance, an innocent man lost his life. Ever since then, every time I’m
waiting for the train, there’s always some kind of fear in me. I feel like someone is going
to walk past and push me onto the tracks at any second. That’s why when I feel someone
walking behind me or standing behind me, I take a few steps back away from the
platform’s edge. 	
  
Despite these fears, I gradually started to love wearing the hijab. Unfortunately,
however, many people in this country didn’t. Last summer, I had an incident take place at
work. I was working as a retail cashier at that time and I came across a customer who I
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noticed to be pretty annoyed as soon as he started waiting in line at my register. Later on,
when it was his turn, he was acting a bit strange towards me. He had a stern face and his
eyes were red with anger; a negative aura emanated around him. I ignored all of his
negative energy and treated him as I would treat any of my customers by giving him my
best service. When I scanned his item and told him the total amount, he got anxious and
started arguing about the price of the item. I checked to see what might have gone wrong
and saw that the item was on sale for buy one get one half off and later explained to him
that in order to get that deal, he would have to buy one more of the same item. Without
trying to comprehend what I was saying to him, he started yelling at me, using derogatory
terms. He called me a terrorist, referring back to 9/11, saying that I don’t belong in this
country and continued to yell as he walked out of the store. I continued to serve my next
customers while still smiling, but with tearful eyes. I bit my lips really hard, worried about
my tears rolling down my face as my heart was crying out inside, wanting to burst at any
second. 	
  
Putting together all of these incidents made me wonder what it is that makes some
people in this country hate us so strongly. Slowly, I started putting the pieces together and
told myself that they hate us because even after all the teasing and false accusations, we
are still strong enough to stand up for ourselves. Eventually, these incidents, especially the
one at the retail store, started motivating me to learn more about Islam and in doing so, my
love for wearing my hijab grew. I started feeling as if it’s a part of me and who I am. Now
I feel as if my hijab makes me stand up for myself and represent my religion as I became a
part of the Muslim women community. If I see anyone trying to devalue me as a Muslim, I
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like to think that that person is probably having a bad day, then smile at him or her and
move on with my life.	
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Social Media Won’t Keep Your Secrets
by Ronojoy Prokash Hem

I’ve never truly had the right to privacy in the traditional sense. I grew up in a
home with terribly paranoid parents who wanted me to be as transparent as cellophane.
The door to my room was always to remain open, and my room was a popular gathering
place for all of the guests in our home who got more comfortable there than I ever did.
One time a close friend of my father’s walked into my room at 9 AM while I was having a
great dream that included me having a million dollars in my bank account and an
unlimited supply of chocolate muffins. My father’s friend proceeded to make a very sharp
and annoying sound to catch my attention, waking me up to see a huge grin on a wrinkled
face hovering over me. I scrambled to cover myself with a blanket, as I woke to find
myself in an incredibly awkward position, my eyes half opened, drool pouring out the side
of my mouth. At that point, I only had one coherent sentence that I could produce so I
chose my words carefully: “Get out.” My father’s friend found this all too amusing, but I
watched his amusement gradually turn into embarrassment. Moments like this would often
propel me to rebel against the rules set forth by my parents, but in the end I had to just let
it go. I got used to having to maintain this kind of transparency, but I still had to deal with
the many inconveniences caused by it, which meant not being able to sing out loud in my
horrible voice or being allowed to use headphones when I was on the computer.
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My rebellion eventually led me to the Internet where I naïvely enjoyed a false sense
of privacy due to online anonymity. I also enjoyed annoying the hell out of my paranoid
parents who felt that the Internet would lead to my ruin. I didn’t care about my so-called
ruination because hiding behind an anonymous username, and being able to say whatever
I wanted to someone privately (or so I thought), made me feel invincible.
One fine day, a friendly anonymous user asked me to visit her profile. The profile had
a preview picture of a gorgeous blonde girl with green eyes and a slight smile that was
incredibly alluring. Naturally, I decided to visit this profile without entertaining any
second thoughts. One minute later, this user sent me a screenshot that contained my
location, the name of my ISP and my IP address. I didn’t panic much at first because as a
person who lived in Dhaka –one of the most dangerous cities in the world—some web
savvy jerk who wastes his or her time intimidating strangers on the Internet would be the
least of my worries. So, I told that particular user to “bring it on.” The user posted a happy
emoticon and moments later replied, “be right back loading up botnet.” I didn’t know
what botnet was at the time, so I decided to look it up – “A botnet (also known as a
zombie army) is a number of Internet computers that, although their owners are unaware
of it, have been set up to forward transmissions (including spam or viruses) to other
computers on the Internet.” I found myself scrambling for the next thirty minutes trying to
figure out how to change my IP address until I realized that my ISP automatically changed
my IP address every 15 minutes.
On a separate occasion, I was in a group chat where users were posting links of
what they considered the funniest memes. Feeling drawn to this activity, I started clicking
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on every link until one particular link redirected me to a sketchy looking website that had
popup boxes saying “9 tricks women can’t resist” and “I make $3300 a week from home.”
I immediately tried to close the tab, but I got another popup saying “Are you sure you
want to leave this page, Rono? Click ‘Accept’ for a free 30 day trial.” By this time I was
terrified and started assuming the worst thing possible. The user, who had the username
Vapor, with a profile picture of a faceless man wearing a hoodie, posted on the chat that
every user who clicked that link had been hacked and that now he had access to their
webcams. I scurried for a piece of paper, which I then stuck over the webcam with a bit of
glue. “Ha!” I thought to myself, “They can’t get me now.” I later realized that the more
reasonable thing to do would have been to actually disconnect from the Internet
immediately. I later found out that the site I was being redirected to was just a spam
website that sold domains.
My adventures with privacy, on the Internet and otherwise, have led me to believe
that the average person is too blinded by the flood of selfies, trending hashtags and
Facebook likes to notice how easily they’re signing away their right to privacy. I’m not
trying to be self-righteous. I completely understand how easy it is to forget how the
seemingly tame outlet of social media that’s filled with pictures of cats playing with yarn,
videos of your friends’ bulldog snoring, and the photos of that person you like from
history class, is actually a landmine begging you to step on it. Social media is the
inconsiderate friend you don’t want to share your secrets with, but even an inconsiderate
friend has benefits. So, I don’t suggest abandoning social media in favor of becoming a
hipster who uses a Ham Radio, or a conspiracy theorist nut who will only communicate
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using two cans and a string, but it is incredibly important for one to consider the value of
privacy and how a breach of privacy can be detrimental to the roles we play in the nonvirtual realms of our lives. After all, I cannot imagine how my parents would see their
seemingly transparent, obedient, studious, well-mannered son if they found out that he
loved to watch gory movies and listen to alternative rock music, all through the magic of
the Internet.
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Gaze After
by Elaine Jiang

When I was seventeen years old, I came to the United States to go to college. The
morning my mom and dad took me to the airport, my mom got up early as usual. It was a
cloudy day with a slight drizzle, just like my mood. Mom packed up my luggage and
cooked breakfast for me. The yellow, sunny side up egg on the plate with bread and the
porridge in a small white bowl looked so delicious. I never paid attention to these details
before, but on this morning the sight before me touched my heart. “I will miss my mom’s
cooking,” I thought. Everything was normal like every other morning; however, I could
see the tears and sadness in her eyes. After everything was prepared, they drove me to
Shanghai International Airport, which always means “leaving” to everyone who goes
there. Lots of different stories play out here every day. While we waited, I watched a
mother holding her son tightly, unable to stop crying. She could only put her head on her
son’s chest because her son was so tall; he is not a baby anymore. I thought: every parent
goes through this process of realizing his or her children have grown up and are
independent now. The father stood beside them, his eyes were red too, and he tried to
control the tears falling down his cheeks. I watched the parting of ways between parents
and children, between lovers. Then, it was my turn; my mom and dad said their farewells.
My mom constantly reminded me, “You must take care of yourself, my daughter, be
healthy.” She endlessly nagged me at that time, but all of it warmed my heart. We hugged
14	
  
	
  
	
  

before I left and I put my head on her shoulder to enjoy every second of my mother’s
warm heart. I thought this was the first time I was going to live away from my mom and
my hometown, Xuzhou, a small but beautiful city where I lived for so long. Farewell, my
beautiful mom and my beautiful city, I said in my mind. There were so many complicated
emotions included in this embrace, but I walked away without hesitation after her last hug.
The hug was unforgettable, her skin was soft and her body was warm as she embraced me
while crying. But I knew there was a new world waiting for me to start over. I could feel
my mom’s gaze on my back, and every step I walked was so heavy because I knew she
was waiting, she was waiting for my last glance before I disappeared into the crowd.

Suddenly, I remembered the first day I went to elementary school. I was just six at
that time. My mom and I were holding hands all the way to school as we crossed many
streets. It was early September, the wind was still warm, and the apple and pear trees were
encrusted with fruit in every neighborhood. The branches dropped onto people’s heads
because of the weight of the fruit, the sweet smell flowing into every person’s mind. When
I got to school, lots of kids were waiting on the playground for the first class bell to ring.
Their little hands were holding mommy and daddy’s hands tightly. They looked around
carefully, as if they were afraid of disturbing something. I was one of them; I stared at this
strange place and I was scared. We were the kindergarten graduates. I didn’t know it at the
time, that “The graduation of one thing is always the start of another thing,” a rule I would
learn later in life. The bell rang; the crowd suddenly jumbled itself into a mess, heading in
different directions. I could still see the sight of my mom’s back clearly, even in this
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chaotic crowd. I carried a colorful bag and moved forward, but I turned my head
constantly to search out my mom’s position. Like crossing the river of endless time and
space, her staring and my searching glances rendezvoused in the air above everyone else.

Memories like these poured into my mind as I stood in the airport. I turned my head to
give my mom a smile. “Don’t worry mom, I will be fine.” I knew she understood this
message in my smile. And then I couldn’t see her anymore. I found I was not so dependent
on her; I started to have my own life at that moment. And then, I slowly, slowly learned
that the so-called relationship between mother, father, and daughter, only means that the
distance between your fate and theirs becomes longer in the process of gazing back. You
stand at the end of this path, and as they watch your back fade away at the turning of the
path where you go on without them, you use the silence of your back to tell them: “You
don’t have to chase after me.”

And slowly, slowly I realized, their loneliness related to the sight of another back.

After my grandfather died, mom and I came back to the countryside where my
grandfather and grandmother used to live. At that time I was twelve and had just entered
middle school. Everything happened so unexpectedly: I stood before grandfather’s casket
and couldn’t believe that my grandfather went to another world when I had just seen him
the day before. The rain dropped obliquely because of the wind, and it drifted into the
corridor where we stood. Mom swept aside the hair on her forehead, which was wet due to
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the rain. She stared and held this one last gaze after my grandfather. We went back to my
grandmother’s house to where grandmother was lying on the bed, her body unable to
move since she had fractured her leg. “How’s your dad?” she asked my mom, watching
my mom’s face. “He’s gone, mom. But he’ll be happy in paradise, where there’s no pain.”
She tried to give grandmother a smile to encourage her, but failed. “I’m fine,” said
grandmother, “You don’t have to worry about me. You still have work tomorrow, come
on, go back to your city, don’t affect your job!” Grandmother spoke firmly, without even a
shred of hesitation. Mom tried to stay but failed eventually. She picked up her bag and
left. I saw grandmother gaze after mom’s back until she disappeared from her view. I
remembered this moment as I walked away in the airport, realizing that some things you
can only deal with by yourself; some points you can only move towards alone; some roads
you can only walk by yourself. And here I am.
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Strangers
by Syed Maudud E Rabbi

We cross paths with many people every day. Catching only glimpses of moving
bodies that leave our sight in an instant, we lose them soon after within our vast
subconscious. “Strangers” we call them. There are too many. Maybe the person sitting
next to you right now is a stranger. How much do you know about him?
“How much did I actually know about her?” I often end up asking myself in
solitude. My mind wanders onto her every now and then, whether it is during class hours
and I am doodling, or while on the balcony, staring at each automobile as their fading
lights rush past my vision. No matter how my mind gets there, I wind up visualizing the
blurry memories of my trip to Lucknow, where I first met her.
I flew to India from Bangladesh along with a couple of my friends, as we were
chosen to represent our high school for an International Biotechnology Festival. A quick
fact: I still have no idea what Bio-Tech actually is, so, as you might have guessed, I was
having a hard time keeping up with all the jargon-filled discussions going on around me. I
felt shy about initiating any conversation with the people there, and, to make matters
worse, all of my friends were having a swell time. As I started preparing notes for my
event, an interesting idea popped into my head. I realized that the Russian group members
were staying closest to our room, so I thought why not study up on some basic
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Russian? Basically the idea was to keep a few words up my sleeve to initiate a
conversation.
The next day, after the event I attended was finished, I returned to our team room. I
realized my teammates had left without me to visit a local shopping mall called “Big
Bazaar.” That was when I caught sight of Anya, the Russian team leader. She was a high
school professor. I hesitated for a while but ultimately gathered up the courage to start a
conversation. I went through all the “Hi-s,” “Hello-s,” “How's the weather over there?”
clichéd introductions. It felt like a relief to have broken the invisible barrier that was
hindering me from the joy of human interaction. I even told her about the few Russian
words I had learned last night.
I knew “Privet” meant “Hello” but “Vy Velikolipno…” I got stuck on. I couldn't
remember the last word of the phrase. So I asked her "What is Russian for ‘You look
great’?" She replied “Vy Velikolipno Vigladite.” Suddenly, the hushed hallway came to
life as the Russian team members were entering through the stairway that revealed hints of
classical Indian architecture. As I remained seated on one of the couches made of bamboo
sticks, I noticed this one girl who was standing right next to me. She was eyeing me every
two seconds while holding her right hand folded like body builders often do to show off
their biceps. Furthermore, I noticed all her Russian teammates laughing and teasing her.
Somehow I could guess that they were telling her the Russian equivalent of “You've got
bigger biceps than him.” My suspicions grew stronger as this girl with nerdy glasses
stepped closer to me and started comparing more obviously. So, I told her “When I flex
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my arms, my biceps go down like the Dhaka stock market.” I don’t think they understood
the market reference, but it was enough to make them chuckle.
“Hey, it’s good to have some muscles. Superheroes have them,” I added. “But all
superheroes are so pretty,” she replied insecurely. I came up with a witty response: “Well,
don't worry. You can wear a mask like some superheroes do.”
She looked back at me slightly annoyed as her friends kept on laughing. I pushed
aside my desperate need for making jokes and I told her “I’m just joking. To be honest,
you look great. Vi Velikolipno ...” Darn! I forgot the word again! Without a second’s
delay, Anya who was sitting right beside me the whole time came to my rescue by
whispering “Vigladite.” Strangers: they can back you up when you have no one else to
count on. I quickly tried to camouflage my ineptitude for Russian by repeating after her.
The girl smiled.
What happened next felt like the stereotype of how two complete strangers
discover how much they have in common. She used the soundtrack of StarCraft in her
presentation, which also happened to be my favorite game. We both happened to play
Left4Dead online, and we both loved the graphic novel, Blankets. Ironically, we took part
in the same event in the huge computer lab, barely noticing each other. Furthermore, the
fact that I got to know about all these coincidences within the first two minutes of our
conversation strengthened my belief in fate. Strangers: you meet them for a reason. Just as
we slowly began to delve deeper within our mutual topics of interest, the siren for evening
tea went off in its loud and strident manner. The smooth flow of the conversation had been
disrupted, and once again we found ourselves as strangers, with barely an idea of how to
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pick up our conversation from where we had left off. In our awkward moment of silence,
she looked back at one of her friends who seemed to have shrugged in response to her
Russian question. She looked back at me with a hint of frustration in her blue eyes. “My
friends have already eaten their evening snacks without me,” she said with her strong
Russian accent. “Well, my friends didn’t even leave me the hotel-room key!” I stated
loudly. I made her laugh again. Misery is universally funny. I continued, “So… mm…you
wanna go downstairs for tea?” It was the first time ever that I had asked a girl out. The
pessimist in me figured that technically it didn’t count as asking someone out, while the
optimist strongly suggested that at least it worked on a literal level. I needed a win, and it
did feel like more than just a win when she said, “Yea sure.” We stepped out of the
building and walked past the soccer field and an enormous globe carved with the motto
“The world as a society” through its center, which created a hollow spherical geometrical
pattern. The petrichor of the post rain afternoon characterized the air, and the chilly winds
began hitting us. As we entered the dining hall, its entrance decorated with colorful
seasonal flowers, one of the volunteers told us that they had just run out of snacks for the
evening.
Those very words managed to drain all of my confidence. You see, throughout the
entire day, I had invested all the bits and pieces of my courage into an extroverted force
that kept providing the necessary firepower required to keep up conversation and all of a
sudden, I ran out of it. This time the insecure superhero decided to save the day. “How
about we just stroll around the campus?” she asked nervously, her eyes fixated on the
pavement.
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Our footsteps resonated in time as we walked for hours from one end of the
hallway to the other, circling the soccer field a couple of times, chatting as we watched the
moonlight shine over the swimming pool adjacent to our building. Eventually our legs
grew exhausted with the mileage, but our conversation showed no signs of slowing. We
sat down on the benches beside the globe with the motto as the chilly Indian night began
to enclose us into its realms of freezing darkness. Not that it mattered to her, she was used
to living in the snow, and not that it mattered to me, I was lost within the dimensions of
our conversations. She went on telling me about this Russian superhero who resembles
Santa Claus to a great extent, except he uses guns. That she hates shopping and had not
tasted Vodka, yet. As a matter of fact, she even shared personal details about her family.
How her parents didn’t live together anymore, but they are united as a family during the
summer when they go on trips to different countries. About how she still wants them to be
back together, even though she lives alone in a boarding school in Novosibirsk without
either of them. She also included seemingly random details about herself. For instance,
how she loves to watch the afternoon news in Russian and the evening one in English. She
included more examples to emphasize her whimsical nature, like the unprecedented
composure she experiences while doodling on the back page during lectures, or keeping
her eyes fixated on street T.V., which basically just displays different street views in
Russia of cars and trucks driving in the snow.
Our conversation spectrum seemed to have left nothing behind. Needless to say,
we both lost track of how much time had passed, and it took me a while to escape the
vivid descriptions of her stories and get back to reality. I probably wouldn’t have been
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able to come to my senses if she hadn’t decided to chase a white cat that passed by us.
Apparently, the feline escaped through the center of the globe before she could even make
a run for it. Failing in her attempt, she whined to me that she really missed her cat back
home. “What is its name?” I asked. “Tomska,” she replied. I laughed at the funny Russian
derivative of “Tom.” I stared at her nostalgic face as she played her fingers through her
brown hair. Truly, I felt blessed to have met this wonderful stranger and at the same time,
I couldn’t believe how ill fated it was that I only had one evening with her. Did I mention
that the Fest was going to end the next day? As we said goodnight and departed for our
rooms, I kept on staring at the globe, contemplating the fact that the world had its own
dark sense of humor.
Our team’s train was supposed to leave the following day at eight o’ clock in the
morning. After having packed my bags, I knocked on her door. Somehow it felt like I
could hear my knocks’ echoes, but she opened the door. I had never been good with
goodbyes. She didn’t seem any better at them. We went through an awkward smile that
sort of conveyed our final “goodbye.” No words whatsoever. I had used up all my
confidence the previous night, and it seemed like she had depleted all of her verbal energy
too. For months we kept in touch over the Internet, getting to know each other better. We
even exchanged postcards, but as more time passed, she soon got busy with her classes, as
did I. And just like strangers passing by, I eventually grew distant from Arina.
Whenever my train of thought derails towards her station, I wonder if she and her
cat are doing all right. I follow up with questions for myself: Which is stranger: a girl who
hates shopping, or a Russian who never tried Vodka? And at the same time I ask myself:
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What is more common than the people of our lives gradually growing more and more
distant from each other? Just like the amazing journey of a stranger becoming someone
familiar, there also exists in life the reverse order. It reminds me of a moment from
Blankets: “Have you guys ever felt the satisfaction of walking through a snowy pathway?
Leaving behind a mark on the eternally white surface? To have placed a trace of your
movements, no matter how ephemeral it may be.”
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A Nowhere Man
by Naomi Moreira

Dear Driver,
El Cerro Santa Ana, where it happened, is a kind of neighborhood. There are small
houses, each one a different color. It is a place where wealthy people don’t live, and some
streets are damaged. The neighborhood is located in Guayaquil, in Ecuador. I never really
knew your name or where you were from. I was 7 years old, as you may know.
I remember you as a man in his fifties, with glasses, gray hair and big eyebrows,
wearing a polo shirt and slacks. I can describe you as a responsible and trustworthy man
because of how you handled the situation. I don’t remember much about your wife, only
that she was also in her fifties, and that she kept calm during the accident.
It was 8 or 9 pm. I was going to a pharmacy near the Church of Saint Francisco
with my aunt and cousin. My cousin was running to cross the street, and I followed him. I
was about to get to the sidewalk, when I saw a yellow shining light and a red car, your car.
After that, I remember rolling down the street. I remember blood on my arms and legs and
a lot of people forming around me. Then my uncle carried me to your car; the car was a
blood red Chevrolet. Inside the car I saw somebody, a woman, maybe your wife. My aunt
also got into the car with my uncle.
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Then you took me to the hospital of Guayaquil, which was a private and expensive
hospital. When I entered the hospital, which looked not so big, doctors ran by my side and
the whole place smelled of alcohol. A nurse took me to a room where there was a mirror
and I saw my reflection in it. I had a cut on my head. I was crying, and my arms and legs
were scraped badly. After that, my mother came into the room, crying and worried, but
she told me that everything was going to be alright, which made me feel more worried
about what might happen next. I thought that maybe they would do an operation. Then my
father called from New York, where he was living at that time, and he didn’t sound as
worried or as scared as my mother was, which made me feel a little relieved.
That night I felt scared not knowing what might happen next; it was a whole new
and frightful	
  experience. I had never been in a place where the light bothered me so much,
and where I felt so cold. The nurse carried me from room to room. Being carried by a
stranger felt unfamiliar. I could smell alcohol and strange chemicals, and I felt like my
nose was burning. Later, the nurse took me to a cold room that had sharp medical objects
and big machines with different shapes and buttons that made me feel afraid. There was a
steel tray cart in which I could see the reflection of the bloody bump on my head, and
scrapes on my arms and legs.
During that time, I saw you from the room that I was in. You were in an office
talking with a doctor, and that was the last time I saw you.
Then the nurse took me to the X-ray room. I had never been in a room like this
before. A doctor put me inside a machine for a couple of minutes and then printed out the
results. The doctor was talking with my mother for a while, showing her the results of the
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X-ray. After that, my mother came to tell me that everything was fine, and that I didn’t
have any kind of fracture in my body. I just had my arm and leg scraped, nothing more
serious. However, all I could do was cry and feel weak, though I felt better knowing that
my family was waiting for me in the lobby.
The next day, I got out of the hospital. I felt that something was wrong with me
and suddenly I noticed that I was afraid of the cars that were driving on the streets. It took
me almost a year to overcome the fear that those cars might hit me. I needed to have
people around me when it was time to cross the street. I remember how one day going
home after a trip, my mother, my aunt, and my grandmother all went to grab my hand to
cross the street. The traffic light was about to change from red to green. A bus sped up and
then abruptly stopped in front of us. I felt that the lights of the bus blinded me like the
lights in the hospital. I felt like a deer that was about to get hit. In that moment I smelled
the alcohol; I felt the coldness of the hospital. Then, my mother grabbed me, ran fast to the
sidewalk, and she started to splash water on my face. I was totally in shock. At that
moment, I thought that I would never overcome the trauma I had endured.
But I did overcome my trauma. I did it with help from my family, especially my
mother. The school gave me a week off to recover from my injuries, which, as a child,
made me happy. However, it was going to take me a long time to overcome my fear. My
mother was the person that was always with me. She helped me during my recovery, told
me when to take my medicine, when to wash and dress. That is why I will always admire
her for all of the things she did for my sister and me. It took me almost an entire year to
overcome that fear, and now I am no longer afraid of cars.
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You could have escaped, but you stayed and took responsibility for your actions
and paid all of my medical bills. I don’t think that you know, as the driver, the story from
my perspective, but I wanted to tell you about it. I don’t know if you are feeling guilty, but
I forgave you a long time ago. I would have liked to know more about you, at least your
name. You are a nowhere man to me. I know you didn’t plan to hit a 7-year-old girl, and I
didn’t plan to get hit by a grown man and his red car. That accident was something that
neither you nor I could predict. It’s curious that I don’t know the person who had such a
big impact on my life, but at least with this letter I can inform you about how I overcame
my fear and how that the experience helped me to learn more about myself and my
strengths.
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Atonement
by Jakub Gasiewski

All I can say is I’m sorry for what happened when you went away to college, when
you went away for the summer program, I should say. I just didn’t know how to deal with
you not being there. That may sound really selfish, but can anybody imagine what it’s like
being with someone for 7 months, and then they have to go away for college? It hurts. One
thing that was keeping me focused was work. I was working with my dad; he is a plumber.
It was awesome to work with him because we never really bonded until we started
working together. We cracked so many jokes every single day in this new setting.
However, you were always on my mind. I didn’t know what to do. You told me to go back
to my old self, to play basketball, hang out with my friends, but I lost interest in
basketball, and most of my friends were doing their own thing. My best friend is in New
Jersey. What do you want me to do, go all the way over there just to see him and talk to
him about my problems? 	
  
I do have this other friend who is basically a brother to me. We go way back, since
7th grade, and he lent me a hand with this whole situation. He was there whenever I
needed someone to talk to, to keep my head straight, and to keep me from doing anything
stupid. His name is Jurgen. He told me something nobody ever told me, something that
has stayed with me to this day. I remember the day he said it perfectly. It was raining, but
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we decided to go to the park. He knew I was in a horrible mood and I needed to do
something to get you off my mind. Whenever I was down or I was in a bad mood, I would
always go to the park and shoot hoops with him. We played a game of one on one because
he knew I needed to get my head straight. It was hard playing in the rain, and I slipped a
few times, but I didn’t care; I just got up and continued playing. I had always been the
better player, so I beat him 15-8. After the game we sat down and talked about what
happened between you and I. I told him, “I don’t know why I’m acting this way. I just
miss her, man.” He would always listen to my nonsense every time I complained. He was
the only person that knew what type of situation I was in, and what I was dealing with. He
said, “Do you remember our freshman year of high school? Probably not because we’re
freshman in college now. Did you see how time flew? Well the same thing is going to
happen in college. After those 4 years, you’ll be with her again.” He was right. I was being
way too selfish. I thank him till this day, because if it wasn’t for him, I seriously don’t
know what I would've done that day.
Unfortunately, the next day I got depressed again. Work wasn’t helping because I
was in a horrible mood, and I didn’t feel like laughing or eating. The worst thing about it
was that we were constantly arguing; I just didn’t know how to stop. I seriously love you,
but one thing you should know is that I get jealous very easily. I get jealous because when
you hang around with other guys it makes me feel like I’m losing you. I still remember
that day that we didn’t talk at all; it was the worst day of my life. I was at work with my
father and I needed a boost; however, work was difficult and my father wasn’t in a good
mood, so there wasn’t anything to laugh at. I didn’t want to ask my dad or annoy him with
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my problems—I never ask him for anything, and I usually talk to my mom about things
like this—I wanted to keep this private. To this day I remember going to the bathroom and
bursting into tears. I didn’t know how to handle the situation, and I was checking my
phone every 30 seconds to see if I had received a text from you.
When work was over, I quickly called Jurgen for advice. We met up and talked.
He told me that I should text you first to tell you how I felt, to tell you everything that had
been happening. I told you that I love you, and that long distance is making me miss you
so much. You told me that you love me too, and that you can’t stand arguing. I started to
support you, because I began to realize that college isn’t easy. It was your first time being
away from home, so I knew I needed to be there for you. I started to write you passages on
how you can achieve anything because of your work ethic, and I wished you good luck in
class. Expressing feelings through text isn’t even close to being there next you, but I did
my best. 	
  
In retrospect, the thing that is hilarious to me is that the program was only for a
month. I was freaking out because I tend to fixate on what I’m worried about. I had
nothing on my mind but you. Right now when I think about how pessimistic I was about
our situation, I feel horrible, and I’m wondering, why did I do this? Is it part of growing
up? I started to realize that you had to get your education first. After the summer program
was over, I bought a ticket to go and pick you up from Rochester. I came home at 6 from
work and my bus was at 10:45. I got ready and packed, took a shower, and waited until it
was time to leave. I remember panicking, because the L train wasn’t running, so I had to
take a cab to the 7 train. I got off at Port Authority and waited for my bus, feeling relieved
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because I made it on time. I got to Rochester around 5 am. I barely slept because I thought
I was going to miss my stop. When the cab driver dropped me off at the University of
Rochester, I waited for you to come meet me. Once I saw you running, my heart started
pounding. I couldn’t believe it: the love of my life was right in front of me! I picked you
up and kissed you 10 times. When we got into your dorm, we had to pack because we
were going home to New York City for 2 weeks, and I knew that during those 2 weeks I
had to spend every day with you, no matter what. 	
  
Your family and I dropped you off at Rochester two weeks later. I realized that it
was for the best, because that school offered so many great programs. I knew you were in
the right hands, plus your friends over there would always have your back, so I was happy
for you. I also knew that college was starting for me, so I had to focus as well. We both
told each other that after college we’d be right next to each other, we would be adults, and
we would be able to make our own decisions by then. I knew what I wanted in my life,
and it is you. I don’t care how tough it is or will be. I realized communication is key to the
success of a long distance relationship. I also realized that you don’t have to go to college
every day, and that college has longer breaks than high school. We came to so many
solutions on how we would be able to see each other. Whoever has the least busy month
can come over for the week. We also said that we can FaceTime each other whenever we
have homework. I still remember the FaceTime call we had about three days ago when we
were acting really goofy, like little kids. Everything feels so relaxed when you're laughing.
Those are the types of moments I cherish that make the distance easier.
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See You, Not Goodbye
by Vaso Vukosavovic

It was a lousy Monday evening, and the only thing that I liked about it was that it
was a peaceful and priceless night. I was walking back from practice, all sweaty and tired.
All I could hear were my slow steps while the invisible force of the air that almost froze
my sweat also moved the fallen leaves around the old trees. There were some birds
chirping in the distance. I looked up and I saw a weirdly shaped dot moving. I supposed
it was a plane, cutting the moon in half like in those old Hollywood movies. It was dark
and cold, I was freezing and couldn't wait to enter the building and get to my warm room.
Simultaneously, I enjoyed the view and the moment, keeping my pace slow and desiring it
to last just a bit longer. I finally got to the door of my apartment and I put my key card on
the scanner so that I could enter. The green dot flashed, I heard the beep, the door
unlocked. I took one last look through the hallway window at the infinite sky, searching
for the moon, wondering if I would ever see another plane split the moon in half ever
again. I located it: nothing but a clear bright moon. I entered my apartment smiling and
wondering what were the odds that my parents were looking at the moon the same time I
was.
Soon enough, that thought turned into a different one, it turned a faded memory
into a clear and present one. I was back at the airport of my home country, Montenegro,
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three years ago. Me, my father, and my mother were standing in front of the security
checkpoint. I was the only one with a ticket for the plane in my hand, so the security
checkpoint was the furthest that my parents were allowed to go with me. While I was
looking at my watch, I saw that I had thirty more minutes before boarding, but my mother
corrected me, saying that I had just seven more and that my watch probably stopped
working, which it did. I had never felt shorter on time in my life than at that moment. I
wanted to inject eternity into those seven minutes. Not knowing what to do, I ran to my
parents and hugged them. For a brief moment the plane, the airport, and time itself didn’t
exist. Nothing else mattered except the emotions and energy between us. That was the
silence that I remembered more than the most beautiful words I have ever heard. That’s it.
When I figure how much value just one tiny moment can hold, and look back at it now, it
makes me realize that that was eternity right there at that moment, an eternity which I
would only understand if I left.
So I left. I walked away from the people to whom I owe everything. I walked away
from the people who didn’t want anything in return. I walked away from the people who
have showed me their unselfishness by letting me go. I walked away from my parents.
While going towards the security checkpoint I felt strange, almost like something was
making every step heavier than the previous one. Whatever it was, I wanted it to make my
steps heavy and I wanted it to slow my pace down. I thought to myself: if it could just stop
me and freeze the time so that I can live in the present of that moment forever, knowing
that my parents were just a few steps behind me… But it couldn’t. My watch might have
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been broken, but time was still running, and my stellar journey towards “The Land of
Dreams” was about to begin.
There I was, sitting, buckled up with my dreams packed in the suitcase above my
head. It was my first time flying overseas, my first time flying to another continent, my
first time flying alone. In a desire to distract myself from thinking about everything that
was going on in my head, I started watching a movie, a pretty old one called “Lifeboat.”
Although I didn’t like it as a whole, there was one scene close to the end with an old
abandoned house next to the beach. That scene has remained significant to me up to this
day. I spent my whole life living in a house near the ocean with my parents. That house
was filled with joy, anger, smiles, sadness, happiness, struggles, and love. It was
everything but abandoned. In the plane, even if I didn’t want to, I started having
flashbacks about my homeland. The one that stood out above all of them was the
flashback of my father and me. Every weekend we used to go fishing off the cliff that
overlooked the horizon where the turquoise ocean and light-blue sky intersect. That cliff
was pretty close to our house. Afterwards, if luck was on our side, we would bring the fish
to my mom and she would make the most delicious meal. Time spent with my father
fishing on that cliff was precious in every way possible. That’s the place where he taught
me many valuable lessons for the life that is ahead of me. However, the last lesson before
I left was the one that had the biggest impact on me. He told me: “Whenever you feel
uncertain or alone, just go and listen to the ocean whispering, it will never lie to you.”
Now, three years later, I remember this moment. It is the memory that keeps me
moving, the memory that gives me answers. While I was walking towards the airplane
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gate, I took one last look over my shoulder, seeing my mom crying, cuffed into my
father’s arms. I looked up at my father's steel face with a tear in his eye, saying, “See you,
not goodbye.” I thought to myself: what a wonderful thing it is to have a place where you
can land after far stellar flights. Soon enough, I will be that dot that I saw on that lousy
Monday night, high up in the sky, cutting across the moon. I will wave from the plane,
following the ocean’s route, heading back home to visit my loved ones.
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Empty Box
by Ekram Alrowmeim

Life is a book that contains thousands of pages. Every day we flip a page, but
there are some pages that refuse to flip. They are stuck between the branches of memory
because of their cruelty, beauty, or maybe because they have the fragrance of
unforgettable people. Beautiful days go by, never to come back, ravaged by winds that are
full of nostalgic dust. My longings are like a standing field, toured by a train of memories
that travels through the ruins of the people dearest to my heart. I remember my
grandmother. She used to light up the house with the beacons of her exciting stories,
mixed with endless advice and aphorisms, but she wasn't our only vivid form of
entertainment. A small black box in our family living room drew the attention of my
siblings and I, causing us to gather around it regularly. It held us still, without movement
or speech, as we waited impatiently to see what was going to come out of it. Over time,
these boxes of entertainment became bigger, smaller, and more colorful.
Since these boxes became regular fixtures in my life, everything had changed. Even
the stories that we eagerly competed to listen to from my grandmother had become “oldfashioned” according to my little brother. I still remember four years ago when my little
brother, Aiman, and I had the conversation with my grandmother about what we preferred:
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listening to stories or watching them. At that time, I didn't know why my grandma asked
us that question. But now I do.
My brother's answer was: “Watching them, of course!” For me, it was a difficult
question because I liked to listen to my grandma’s stories, but I also liked to watch stories.
While I was thinking about what I wanted to say she said, “Ekram, do you need all of this
time to think about which one you like the most?” She smiled as she always did and said,
“Is my question difficult?”
I kept silent for a moment, then I said, “Grandma, when I listen to your stories I can
imagine what the characters look like, the settings, and everything in the story you tell, but
when I watch TV, I don't have to imagine anything because everything is in front of me.”
“Well, you still didn't answer my question,” she said. I kept silent again. I didn't
know what to say. Then she asked my brother, “Aiman, you tell me, why do you like to
watch stories more than listen to them?” He answered super-fast: “Well, grandma, why do
I have to exhaust my mind in thinking about what the people in your story look like?” My
grandma looked at us and said, “Oh, my fear, is that you both will one day become one of
these empty boxes.” It was funny the way she said it. I was not surprised, because she has
always been funny, even if her appearance did not indicate that. She looked so serious
from the outside, and I rarely saw her laugh. Her wide eyes were like the color of the
coffee that she likes to drink every day near the window. She is that kind of person who
likes to make people laugh without laughing with them. At that time I couldn't understand
what she meant about us being like one of these boxes. It was a weird comment, just like
the initial question was. After that, little by little, I started to understand why she asked us
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that question. She was afraid for our lives. She was afraid of the day we were old enough
to move away. Already we were no longer spending time with her as we had before, and
the big box we used to gather in front of became a smaller box in each of our hands.
Because we each now had one in our own hands, we no longer needed to gather in front of
one together.
Today, I think a lot about my grandmother’s words, about being empty boxes,
and when I look back to my childhood, I see many interesting things to tell stories about.
But today, when I look at the last three years of my life, I cannot find many of the things
that used to make me happy. Besides listening to my grandma’s exciting stories, I used to
love playing soccer, and I cannot forget the sense of happiness I felt kicking the ball in the
rain. Today in my free time, I feel too lazy to go out to play soccer, so I decide to play
soccer on my phone instead. My childhood was full of fun, full of adventures, and full of
my grandma's exciting stories that were produced in part by my imagination. But when I
look at my little brother’s childhood, I feel distressed for him. Actually, I’m not sure if
he’ll have any stories to tell in the future about his past, aside from the anime shows he
watched or the video games he played. Regardless, I don’t want to become an “empty
box” with nothing to tell stories about, I want to get back out into the rain.
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The Bicycle
by RuLin Jiang	
  
	
  
When I was in 6th grade, many of my classmates were learning how to ride
bicycles because we were going to need to ride them to middle school the following year.
In the beginning, I borrowed a bicycle from my cousin. It was a bicycle with training
wheels, which I thought of as a small child’s bicycle. There was one big wheel in the
front, another big wheel in the back, and two small wheels on each side of the back wheel
to keep the bicycle balanced. First, we removed one of the small wheels in the back to
start working on my balance. That way if I was about to fall, I could always lean to the
other side for the support of the remaining small wheel to stay safe. After a few days of
practice with only one side wheel, I felt more confident about trying the bicycle without
any little wheels at all, so I asked my cousin to take the remaining one off.	
  
One of my best friends, Fang was also learning to ride a bicycle, so we often
practiced together. When one of us was riding, the other would hold the back of the
bicycle to keep the bike balanced because there were no more little wheels in the back. We
often laughed at each other if one of us fell off the bicycle. I remember the first time I was
able to balance on the bike without falling. While I was riding, I felt a little weird because
I no longer sensed my friend’s hands on the back anymore, and I was going faster. And I
said, “Don’t push that fast!” I didn’t hear her response and when I looked back, she was
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15 meters away laughing. Because I looked back, I lost balance and fell. The whole
process was really fun, even though sometimes we got hurt a little on our arms and knees,
but we were still excited about learning. A few days later we were able to ride our bicycles
really well, and we started to ride all the time, just for fun.	
  
As I got better and better at riding, I got more interested in doing it because I could
go and explore my neighborhood. It became one of my favorite activities to do in my free
time, but mom didn't seem to like me always riding my bicycle since she thinks everything
is dangerous. She always repeated the story to me about a schoolgirl who got Cerebral
Palsy because of a roller skating accident. I felt really annoyed every time she mentioned
this story.	
  
Everything was fun and nice until the day my friends and I decided to try
something even more interesting. It was the day before the New Year and all the adults
were busy preparing for the New Year, but the kids were still playing around. It was a cold
day, so everybody’s face was red and windblown. There was a road that had just been
rebuilt in our neighborhood that has a really steep incline, and under that incline is another
road. Most of the time we practiced our bicycle skills on flat roads, but once this road was
finished being rebuilt, many of our friends could not wait to practice their bicycle skills on
the new road. People would ride their bicycles from the top to the bottom of the incline
and tell us it is very fast and all that we had to do is control the direction and let it go. For
me, I thought it was a little dangerous, and that I should practice more before I tried it, but
Fang couldn't wait to try. She brought her bicycle to the top of the incline and came down
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the hill really fast before turning into the road. The whole process looked very fun and
stimulating. Then I thought, if she can do it, I could do it too. I decided to try it.
I got on my bicycle and rode it down from the top of the incline. Once I began, I
got scared because it was so fast. My mind went blank and the only thing I wanted to do
was stop; I pressed the brakes, but they did not work! I got so nervous; I forgot that I had
to steer it in order to go towards the road, so I hit the wall. I used my left hand to cover my
head. Fang hurried over to me, and lifted me up. This is probably the most dangerous
thing I ever did because a few seconds before I hit the wall, a car passed by. If I had come
down a few seconds slower, I might have been hit by that car and my life would have
ended when I was 12 years old. I thought my arm would be injured, but it wasn’t that
painful, though when I tried to move my arm I couldn’t. I learned late that I had broken
my arm without any pain.	
  
Fang took me home, and when I opened the door the warm air inside the house
came to me. My mom was cooking food; the whole house was full of the smell of fried
fish. Numerous foods were on the table waiting for her to handle them. She was preparing
for the Chinese New Year the next day. New Year is a very important festival for Chinese
people. On this day, people eat good food and put on their best clothes to give wishes for a
better life in the upcoming year. I walked in like nothing had happened and quietly went
straight to my room. I did not want to tell my mom about my arm because I was really
afraid that she would be angry with me since I got hurt doing what she had warned me not
to do. Most Chinese people believe everything that happens in the month of New Year
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will affect their fortune in the coming year, so people are really careful to prevent bad
things from happening.
I think my mom already felt something wrong when I walked in. She asked Fang if
anything had happened, and Fang told her I had ridden my bicycle and hit the wall. After
that, my mom came to my room where I was still trying to pretend like nothing had
happened because I hadn’t come up with a good excuse about why I chose to do such a
dangerous thing. If I told her that I just thought it would be fun, she would probably chide
me for an hour. But her reaction was different from what I expected. She came in and the
first question she asked was not “What happened?” but “How do you feel?” And I told
her, “I can’t lift my arm anymore.” After that she didn’t say anything, but I could tell she
was really sad, and disappointed. She brought me to the hospital where, according to the
X-ray, my left arm was fractured, but they couldn’t treat it for me because the hospital
would be closed starting tomorrow because of the New Year. We went to another hospital
where they said the same thing. The doctor recommended that we go to a private
orthopedic clinic because that was the only place that would be open and able to treat my
arm.	
  
The clinic was owned and operated by a father and his son. I thought I would be
the only patient, but there were quite a few patients sitting in chairs waiting for the doctor
to call on them. The doctor was a middle-aged man who wore eyeglasses. We showed the
X-ray results to the doctor and he said, “This arm was fractured. Now we are going to
address it.” Then he called his father, and they started to pull at the two sides of the joint
where it was fractured. As they approached me, I had a bad feeling about what was going
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to happen. As I expected, the doctor and his father pulled my hand hard and my originally
numb arm started to feel pain. Even though they said the purpose of pulling my arm was
to set it back into its original position, when they pulled my arm, I felt like my joint was
breaking, and I even heard my bone crack. After that, the doctor asked me whether I could
move my hand. I nodded my head, looking at the doctor with tears in my eyes. It was so
painful that I almost cried out. After they dressed the joint, they placed little wooden
splints around my arm, and wrapped it with gauze to make sure it would heal and grow the
right way.	
  
After my arm was wrapped, it became very difficult for me to do many things, and
my mom would have to take care of them for me. At the beginning I thought she would
complain about it a lot, but she was so patient and willing to do everything for me. During
the New Year my mom was very busy all the time. My injury made her even busier. In the
morning, she helped me get dressed, brushed my hair, prepared breakfast, went shopping
to buy stuff for the holiday, and she always brought me and my brother with her, because
there was nobody else to take care of us if she left. For the period that my arm was
healing, I observed every day the numerous tasks my mom did. Every time I saw her
exhausted, I felt guilty and sad because I couldn’t help her with anything. During this
process I saw the other side of my mom, and really felt how much she loved me. Before
this accident, the image of my mom was always strict and annoying; however, through the
process of recuperating from my accident, I think she is best mother in the world. Also,
our relationship has changed. I feel much more comfortable talking with her, and she is
also more willing to hear what I think.	
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The experience of the bicycle accident changed the way I define myself. I used to
define myself as an independent person who can do anything without other people’s help.
But I was wrong. My bicycle accident was not just a great adversity in my life, but was
also a big lesson for me. I learned not to be overconfident, and to be more open to hearing
what people try to tell you because we should never be satisfied with what we think we
already know.	
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Is Anything Really Private?
by Roymil Terrero

It was a day where I felt safe and everything was going well. I was excited about
having a new smartphone that could do many things for me. It was the first Samsung
Galaxy with gorilla-glass, full touch screen, a front and back camera, GPS, and 4G
network. I never worried about space anymore because my smartphone was empowered
with an internal 16GB of storage. “It is the future,” I said to myself. “Wow, this is
awesome. Technology develops so fast.” But something inside of me was out of place. I
could not sleep that night because, I don’t know why, I started to question everything.
“Are we really safe, or do we just think we’re safe?” I asked myself. All of this technology
made available in just one electronic device was looking too good to be true. I remember
when I used to carry my cellphone, CD player, and my old digital camera everywhere. It
was really heavy for me to carry all those devices, but with my new smartphone, it was
like having all of those things in one. Since I couldn’t sleep, I got out of bed and went to
the kitchen for a glass of water. In the living room I quickly found something to do. Yes,
there was my computer waiting for me. After spending a couple of hours using the
computer, I finally went to bed and was able to sleep.
The next morning, I woke up with the sense that something bad had happened to
me and I couldn’t figure it out until 2 hours later when I was trying to login to my
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Facebook account. This weird message was on my screen: “Your password was changed 4
hours ago. If it was not you who changed it, please contact us.” At that moment, I realized
that my Facebook account had been hacked. That day, I filled out a claim and sent it to
Facebook’s support team. While they were doing their work, I was doing research about
the issue. I found forums where people were talking about how vulnerable Facebook was.
I was furious.
I kept going with my research and found an article about a possible business
agreement between Facebook and the United States government. I was feeling like a
volcano, the magma was bubbling up from my feet to my head, and I was erupting in lavafilled anger. There was a rumor that in some cases the FBI and other private companies
could obtain certain information through Facebook and other social networks such as
names and ages, emails, personal addresses, names of family members, and daily
activities. They were able to know everything about your personal life without ever having
to conduct a real-life investigation in the physical world. After that, it was all clear to me
and I said to myself, “Now it makes sense: the pop-up ads that appear after I buy some
stuff online. They are sharing our personal information!” I was correct. All the websites
share their browsing traffic information for a more invasive advertisement and
propagandist approach to marketing. I realized that people didn’t even know that some of
the emails that they receive about specific products aren’t just a coincidence, but are a
marketing strategy based on the personal information stored in their computers that these
companies have access to.
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Because of my Facebook hack, I was completely disappointed in what I thought
Facebook was, and my feelings of security vanished. I felt that my privacy was violated
and nothing was being done to fix it. But that wasn’t all. Just a month later, I was reading
the NY Times and I discovered that the U.S. government was inspecting civilian
correspondences, without citizen consent. I felt that nothing could be worse than that.
Hackers are delinquents and they may hack our cyber-correspondences, but the
government is supposed to protect our right to privacy, not violate it. People’s rights were
violated in such a way that I came to doubt the honesty of the government. I had been in
the country for a year and, for me, everything was perfect because I was used to the type
of corruption that happens in the Dominican Republic. The U.S. was supposed to be led
by an honest government, but instead it was dishonest. I couldn’t believe it. I was so
surprised by this issue because I was uneducated and misinformed about politics and how
the government really works.
People’s privacy was not considered private anymore. Because of my Facebook
hack, I started to question everything, from the most ordinary and simplest of things to the
most complex and sophisticated. I concluded that surveillance cameras, the GPS in
smartphones, and all smart devices have become a double-edged sword for humans. The
individual wasn’t anonymous anymore and the government, private institutions, and
cyber-hackers were violating the right to privacy that every person has. I realized what
that something inside of me was out of place for.
George Orwell once said, “‘Big Brother’ is watching you.” Now in the twenty-first
century, government and private institutions such as the FBI, CIA, NSA, and others have
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access to billions of our emails, addresses and phone numbers. Moreover, the NSA has
access to civilian data such as file transfers, phone messages and calls. Clearly, George
Orwell could not imagine a problem of this magnitude, because now individuals are under
constant surveillance, not just by the “big screen,” but also from all smart devices
everywhere. We know that history repeats itself, but unfortunately the scale of corruption
and invasion of privacy is increasing by a power of 10; the repercussions to our personal
freedoms are greater every year as innovation in technology keeps increasing, and it’s
time to start making choices to do something about it.
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All That Work For Nothing
by Fanni Juhasz

On a late, snowy Thursday afternoon, I entered Mr. Adam’s classroom and tried to
make some space for myself in front of the computer desk. As always, his room was a
huge mess. You were able to find anything and everything in his room. He collected stuff
from outside on the street: furniture, books, clothes, or even just small pieces of plastic.
We did not know what those plastic pieces were for; however, he saved them and said
“One day we might be able to use them for something.”
Mr. Adam was one of those teachers in my life who would do anything for his
students, and he usually did, too. He knew how hard it was for us to be able to print at the
school, so he set up a Mac desktop in his room with his own printer attached. This place
meant a lot for many students in the school. It was such a bungalow. I am calling it a
bungalow because the desk took up the back corner of the room and very soon after it was
set up, Mr. Adam decorated it. He hung up decorations all over the place. I remember
when he found these shiny papers on the street that looked like silver plastic that reflected
light and showed all the colors of the rainbow, and how he tied them up to hang down
from the ceiling. He really tried to make it nice and comfortable for us. Once, he also got a
nice leather chair for us, which was so good to sit in. Everybody liked that place, mostly
those who really needed the convenience of the computer, but others did, too. Many kids
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just sat there to eat their lunch and to try to take off the jelly from the peanut butter
sandwich with a plastic fork.
I had a very good relationship with Mr. Adam. He was the director of the student
government at the school, and I was one of the members of the group. Also, he is from
Austria and I am from Hungary, so we agreed on many things. I spent most of my free
time in his room and by demonstrating my sense of responsibility and dedication to my
studies during student government meetings I quickly earned his trust. By the end of my
senior year, I had keys to his lockers and access to use his computer anytime.
During the winter of that year, I was going through a very tough period in my life.
The college applications were so overwhelming and the essays that my senior teachers
required were way more than most of us could handle. I worked a lot, and I usually got to
school an hour earlier than my first class started and stayed a couple of hours after school
to be able to finish my work. Even though I worked a lot before and after school, I was
still always in a rush. Many times I skipped classes, such as art or media, just to be able to
finish my work for other classes.
This Thursday afternoon was a regular winter day, when everything was so cold
and all that you can think about is how to survive until spring arrives. I had an essay due
on Friday at noon for English class, so I decided to skip my gym class and go to Mr.
Adam’s room to review my paper and print. I do not have a computer at home, so I was
really happy that it worked out perfectly, especially because he did not have a class that
period. Mr. Adam ran outside for lunch, and he let me work in his room on his desktop.
While it was really nice of him to set up that computer and printer for us, they did not
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work really well. The computer was always frozen and sticky with food because all of the
other kids in the classroom ate while working at it and stored their things and food around
it. The printer was even worse. It took more than 3 minutes to print a page; however, if
you were patient enough, it printed in color! So this was the printer and the computer that
I had to work with.
I cleaned up the place around me a little bit and began to work. I did not rush,
because I knew that I had the whole period to work. I slowly and carefully checked my
essay again, word by word. However, when I was around the middle of my essay, the
computer suddenly decided to shut down. It was very weird and surprising, but I did not
worry because I was working on Google Drive, so I knew that it was automatically saved.
I was trying to turn on the desktop, but it would not turn on. I looked at the clock and I
saw that there was only 10 minutes left in the period for me to work on this essay, so I
started to panic. I looked around the room and saw Mr. Adam’s MacBook charging. I ran
over and I quickly logged in because he shared his password with me. Unfortunately, his
MacBook was as slow as his desktop, so it made me even more nervous. When I finally
got into my Google Documents, I saw that something was wrong with the icon of my
English essay. I did not know exactly what was different, but I recognized that it looked
weird. I opened the file and I only saw a blank page. I closed it, and opened it again. And
again. And the same page appeared with nothing on it.
I was sitting in the room alone, shocked, when Mr. Adam stepped in with his usual
smile on. He loudly said, “Hey, Girl!!” but he did not get any answer. After a minute,
when he finally sat down with his lunch next to me, I told him what happened and he
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started laughing, especially when he saw my sad and desperate face. I was so upset I was
begging him, “Pleaseeee!!! Help me now! You can finish your lunch later! I really need to
share my paper with Mr. Sean and it has disappeared. Do something!!”
Being in this situation made me think about the importance of technology in our
lives. As someone who doesn’t always have access to a computer, I really feel
disadvantaged. Without having the ability to work on a computer, we literally can’t
graduate from high school. But if we think a little deeper, we cannot even pay our bills, or
register for classes. In other words, we cannot survive without a connection to the Internet
and the usage of the computer.
The only luck that I had that day was that I shared my essay with my English
teacher before I finished it. I knew that he was not going to read it before it due, but I
wanted to make sure he got it. After that less than productive period of trying to do a final
edit, I was walking in the hallway and my English teacher Mr. Sean passed me. He
stopped, turned around and said, “I saw that you shared your essay with me. Thanks,
Fanni.” But I knew that when he opened the file, he would not find more than a blank
page.
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Happiness IS
by Adnan Bin Hoq

Dear TJ,
It has been a long time since I talked to you last. The last few weeks have been
hectic. I have been busy with the orientation, classes, schedules, soccer practice, insurance
work, and so on. Life here in the US is nothing like what it is back in our country. It feels
like I have been born again. I feel like this not only because the lifestyle in the US is
totally different than what it is in our country, but also because I can feel myself changing.
In fact, I can see the changes all around me, in the people, the places, the emotions, in
everything. Every change has its pros and cons, and, in this case, it’s equally both. I made
this change in my life by myself, for myself, and I have my fingers crossed hoping it turns
out to be a pivotal change in my life. Whatever the end result is, I owe most of the credit,
or blame, to you.
You remember all those late night strolls around the block when we talked about
life and its deepest mysteries, political conflicts, trending issues in the world? About
religion and races, about the social structure? We used to be so engaged and solemn in
those talks while they lasted, and the next day we would joke about how silly it was for us
to talk about such serious stuff. But in some well-preserved corner of our minds we both
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knew that those nights would always have an everlasting effect on both of us. I really miss
those walks.
Among all those heated arguments we had, there is one that had the strongest
impact on me. You know exactly which one I am talking about. We had this argument
over and over again for about two years. The one in which you tried to persuade me to
live a different life, to look for inner peace somewhere else, to find a new reason for life,
and I guess you were the winner of that argument in the end.
I do not want to boast, but I was always the better student. I excelled in every
subject especially the ones related to science. You, on the other hand, were somewhere in
the middle: neither a good student nor a bad one. What you were good at was art, for
which you had a passion more powerful than anyone else I know. You were never
bothered by the fact that you were not that good at academic studies, while I would be
deeply depressed and frustrated at the loss of a few marks. I was unhappy, unhappy with
my life in every way. Achieving all of the academic success possible could not satisfy me.
I was always envious of you, as you always seemed so happy. I was a successful,
miserable kid, one of the most common stereotypes in our country.
Good academic records are what makes an ideal kid in our country; the kid that
everyone admires, the one about whom the parents could boast about to other people.
Good manners are important, but not mandatory. You never paid heed to any of this. Even
though everyone criticized you with the commonly held view that creativity is just another
excuse to be reckless, you remained nonchalant and somehow happy. I remember our first
encounter, it was a gloomy day in January, and we had a Trigonometry exam, which made
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the day even gloomier. As this was my favorite topic in math, it was essential, no; it was a
must for me to get an A on that exam. Unfortunately, I had to settle for an A-. It infuriated
me. I felt like crying. Then I looked at you; you were sitting on your bench with a small
grin on your face. It angered me more as I thought you must have gotten an A. So, I went
towards your seat and snatched your test paper from your hand. Then I looked at your
grade, and immediately screamed at you and said, “What are you smiling about, you just
got a B”; you replied with a warm, wide smile, “It’s the best grade I ever got on a Math
exam. And after all, it’s just a meaningless quiz.” I was confused, really confused at your
ignorance. But what I could sense was your gratification, your happiness. I have seen this
same scenario being repeated numerous times in high school, and every time it left me
wondering, how you, with your mediocre grades, could be so happy and I, with my perfect
CGPA, could never be fully content with anything.
I never had the courage you had. I could not make myself break out of the wellplanned social system. How could I? It has been proven to be prolific at producing
immensely successful and robotically miserable generations of pioneer men for our
country for centuries. The idea that I will have to work a 9 to 5 job and have a beautiful
wife with a couple of kids, scared the shit out of me. I have seen my father and my uncles,
my mother and my aunts who live with the life expectancy of seventy years. If only they
could realize that their life ends shortly after they settle for the “steady” life with the
family.
My parents, my other friends, my other friends’ parents, almost everyone
disapproved of my friendship with you. Even though they would talk about how we were
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a mismatch behind our backs, it was still hard not to notice their sigh of disappointment or
frown of disapproval when they saw us hanging out together. My uncle, who lives in
England, came to visit us last year. He met you on the first day he arrived. Like every
other older relative, he wanted to know about you. He asked you, “What do you want to
be in life?” Whenever you were with me, I was always afraid of being asked this particular
question. I always prayed that you would be a little cautious about your answer, but
instead, I would be greeted with the more straightforward answer, the one that always
embarrassed me a bit. You would reply with a confident smile, “I want to be a painter.”
This time was no different. My uncle looked shocked at first and he repeated the question,
expecting a different answer, but instead of saying something different, you just added
how much you abhorred the academic expectations of this country and how passionate
you were about painting. I wanted to hide my head in the sand and pretend this
conversation did not happen. I knew what would follow. My uncle, who was shocked to
the bone, argued with my parents about why they were letting me hang out with a derailed
child like you. In their eyes you were poisoning me. Maybe in a sense you did. As my
grades were falling, I was becoming a bit reckless about my future, and I will be forever
grateful to you for that.
You taught me to look for happiness in places other than books, which led to the
fascination that I now possess towards the art of motion pictures and music. I remember
how you persuaded me into watching the film Schindler’s List. I strongly voted against
watching it, as I heard it was a war-drama that was really boring. You literally forced me
into watching it. I have to say, the film did not instantly impress me; for about the first
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hour, I felt as bored as a blind man watching a silent film. But then, subconsciously, I
became engaged in the movie. By the time we were at the end–where we witnessed the
emotional departure of Mr. Oskar Schindler–I was mesmerized by the stunning
performances of Ben Kingsley, Liam Neeson, and Ralph Fiennes. From that moment
onwards, I looked at the art of motion pictures in a whole different way. I started to enjoy
cinematography, every boring detail, every transition, every note of the film score; and
this brought me happiness. Even after I acquired my long awaited happiness through the
mediums of film and music, I was still not at peace, for society would not let me be. I was
labeled as a derailed, spoilt child. Finally, I had first hand experience of what you had
gone through your whole life. I was subjected to constant social comparisons, which were
done to prove that I was an inferior being, unfit to compete with the elite. What I could not
make them understand was that I did not want to compete; I understand their need to
compete, but I do not agree with it. Soon I was in a very dark place. I was hopeless,
frustrated and depressed, and the worst part of it was that I was starting to believe them. I
never could figure out how you could be so indifferent to all of this and happy like a
Smurf.
I wished I was strong like you, but unfortunately, I was not. Thankfully, you
understood that. You were sort of like a therapist to me, the big wooden swing in the park
was your office, and the late night strolls were our sessions. You told me that they were
right, that I was unfit for society, and that I had to find a new place for myself. A place
where I could start over my life from scratch and leave the past behind, a place where
there is opportunity to get big by doing absolutely anything.
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So I started my mission to get myself that escape route to a new life. I prepared for
the SAT and TOEFL exam. I started participating in a lot of community work and club
activities. I used to work with you on my exam preparations, staying awake night after
night. It was still pretty frightening for me because I thought you were the only one who
had my back, but in reality, when the whole world turned their back on me, I still had my
family to support me. They finally came around and realized my desire, and they gave me
strength to move forward and continue my search for a new start. Eventually I found one
that led me to this country.
I remember telling you, sitting under the shade of a half-broken tea-stall–the day
after our high school graduation–that I do not want to go into the academic field anymore,
to which you replied rather bluntly that education is important, not mandatory but
important, and you promised me that education in the US is different from our country.
You said I could explore any career interest of mine while studying in the US. I do not
have to be a doctor or an engineer–the only two professions that our society really
approves of–if I did not wish to. I could study history, or computer science, and also
explore my interest in film and music at the same time. No matter which path I choose, I
will have a whole bunch of people who will also choose the same path with a lot less
judgment. You also warned me not to expect everything, because, like every other society,
this one would have its faults too. Nevertheless, you assured me that this would be a better
life for me, and I know I have only been here a month, but I can already feel that this life
suits me better on my path towards happiness.
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